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FADE IN:

INT. SUBWAY CAR - NIGHT

It's an hour or two past rush hour. This is the later
shift--the working class crowd on their way home.

Eyes are closed. Arms are crossed. Headphones abound. It's
been a long fucking day.

The train pulls into the station and the doors open.

TWO YOUNG MEN enter the car and set themselves up in the
doorway area at the middle of the train.

Both wear athletic sweatpants, rolled up to the knees. One
wears a white undershirt and baseball CAP. The other is
shirtless.

UNDERSHIRT (early 20s) has a portable SPEAKER.

The doors close and the train pulls out of the station.

Undershirt sets his speaker down, makes sure it's set right,
as SHIRTLESS (late teens) stretches his body in preparation.

Undershirt starts a SONG that plays loud on the speaker.

UNDERSHIRT
ShOW tIME!

Both young men begin to clap in time with the music.

The passengers are uninterested. This might not even be
their first "show time" today.

Undershirt begins to jive to the music. His hips move
rhythmically as he bends his knees, strong legs supporting
his body.

Someone COUGHS.

Undershirt takes the CAP off his head, flips it over his arm
and into his hand, then back onto his head, the dancing
uninterrupted.

He TOSSES the cap and catches it on his head as he drops
onto his hands in a break-dance-style move.

Shirtless begins to CLAP.
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SHIRTLESS
Give it UP!

NONE of the passengers look their way as Undershirt dances
past with the cap turned up in his palm, ready for dollar
bills or spare change.

An older man PICKS his teeth with a fingernail.

Undershirt moves back to the doorway as Shirtless moves into
the center of the car. The two dancers make eye contact for
a moment.

Shirtless begins to ROCK.

The beat picks up and Shirtless LEAPS onto the pole.

He SPINS around it, all strength and grace. His arm reaches
out with a flourish Baryshnikov would appreciate.

He might have made eye contact in this moment, but the man
seated nearest the pole has his arms crossed and his eyes
closed as he leans his head against the rail.

The woman beside him has on headphones and fiddles with her
phone.

Undershirt scans the car. He breathes heavily. We notice
that his pants are a bit dirty, smudged with something
copper-colored. The shirt is wet under the arms.

The train slows. "Train traffic."

Shirtless braces himself with his arms and flips himself
upside-down--a handstand that arches precariously away from
the pole and then pulls itself back.

SWEAT drips down his body.

Someone LAUGHS--a young woman. Her friend has just whispered
something in her ear.

Undershirt's mouth tightens.

The train comes to a gradual stop between stations.

A couple of PASSENGERS look up, frown at the lack of a
station, and go back to poses of disinterest.

Shirtless swings around the pole with moves that increase in
complexity and impressiveness. He concludes with a
HANDSPRING away from the pole.
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On his feet, he pauses, surveys the passengers.

No one seems to have noticed his grand finale.

Shirtless, with heavy breaths moving his body, turns to
Undershirt. They make eye contact.

Undershirt's face is hard, angry. He nods at Shirtless, who
returns it with his own somber tilt of the head.

Something in the music has shifted. It sounds off--
unsettling.

Undershirt is stooped, and his hand moves for something
inside a backpack.

He withdraws it quickly and tosses it in the direction of
his partner.

He stoops again to reach for something else.

Shirtless is back to his acrobatics. He LEAPS past seated
passengers, LUNGES. His arms THRUST out in one direction and
then another.

Something is wrong. An OLD MAN wilts to one side. A YOUNG
WOMAN brings her hands to her stomach.

Undershirt is moving now too, in leaps and SLASHES that
mirror those of his partner. A KNIFE is held firmly in one
hand.

Shirtless, a KNIFE in his own hand, continues the onslaught.
SCREAMS.

A YOUNG MAN is up from his seat. He rushes toward the doors.

Undershirt CUTS him down. The young man falls against the
doors and then slides down them. A streak of blood follows.

An OLD WOMAN has a hand to her neck. Her eyes are wide.
Blood escapes through her fingers. 

Shirtless withdraws his blade from the back of a MIDDLE AGED
MAN who now lies on the floor in a widening pool of his own
BLOOD. 

The screams have quieted--evolved to muffled GROANS.

It was too fast. Too unexpected.

Undershirt turns to his left. A half dozen passengers lie
contorted in shapes of the dead and dying.
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He turns to his right as Shirtless slashes through the belly
of a COLLEGE AGED GIRL. The girl looks at Shirtless with
pained sadness in her eyes. He TURNS AWAY from her as she
cries out, hunches, and falls to the dirty subway floor.

The two attackers pause, look at each other as the movement
in the car stills.

The music, to this point playing on the speaker, FADES OUT.

It's quiet.

The subway car begins to move again. The young men lurch and
then turn in separate directions.

Undershirt picks up the speaker and the backpack.

The backpack is open. Inside: Another undershirt covered in
HALF-DRIED BLOOD. He zips the bag closed.

Shirtless heads for the doors between the cars. He pulls at
the handle.

Undershirt follows and the two slip out.

The door closes behind them, but they can still be seen
through the dusty window.

The car SLOWS again as it pulls into the station.

The men on the other side of the dusty window jump out of
view, away from the platform and toward what must be the
other track.

The train STOPS.

For a moment, all is still.

The train doors open.

FADE OUT
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